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Exodus Cheese Auto CBD: A Medicinal Cultivar With Legendary Parentage Exodus Cheese Auto CBD
is derived from one of the most well-known strains ever. Enjoyed for its medicinal applications and
copious amounts of resin, this unique variant is widely used to make concentrates. Exodus Cheese Auto
CBD is an autoflowering version of Exodus Cheese with a high CBD content and a ratio THC/CBD of
1:1. CBD and THC levels are about 5-8%. The plant has a small size and reaches only 80-90 cm tall. It
suits for indoor and outdoor cultivations. The temperature has to be higher 10 ° C. My business is based
on the notion that you CAN HAVE EVERYTHING! If you have success in these 8 dimensions of
wellness you will THRIVE. I don't mean just surviving. I mean THRIVING. Being happy with your life
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and your life's choices. Ridding yourself of toxicity and aligning your mind, body, soul and spirit.





Exodus Cheese Auto CBD by Green House. 30% SATIVA - 50% INDICA - 20% RUDERALIS THC:
5-8% CBD: 5-8% Ratio: 1:1 Genetics: Exodus Cheese x Ruderalis x CBD. Effects: Very similar to
Exodus Cheese, with the distinctive stoned effect and the classic flavor. Flowering Indoor: 7 weeks
flowering time with a yield up to 500 gr/m 2. Exodus Cheese Auto CBD by Green House Seeds is a
feminised autoflowering cannabis seed that has its origins in the cross of an Exodus Cheese, a Ruderalis
and a CBD-rich strain.This high-CBD auto version of the classic Exodus Cheese is a mid-sized and
sturdy marijuana plant with which breeders of all levels will quickly and easily obtain generous crops of
compact, resinous and highly perfumed buds.
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Exodus Cheese Auto CBD is a (Exodus Cheese x Ruderalis cross x a secret CBD-rich strain). Creating a
plant with the classic flavour of the original, but a CBD:THC ratio of 1:1. Sex Female. Yield 500-600g/
sm. THC: Less than 10%. CBD: High. ... If we are friends and you haven�t smoked like this before,
HIT ME UP! I will personally drive to your house so you can experience the way Jesus probably smokes
in Heaven. ???????? Exodus Cheese Auto CBD is an Indica-dominant autoflowering strain with perfect
cannabinoid ratios for most medicinal patients and novice recreational consumers. Containing creamy-
cheese flavors that will fill your mouth while relieving pain and relaxing the mind, this will become on
of your favorites!
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#weedpainting #cannabiscommunity #kief #cannabis Exodus Cheese Auto CBD grows to almost
80-90cm and finishes her cycle from germination to harvest in as little as 7 weeks. Indoors, you can
expect at least 500 grams/m2 while outdoor yields total up to 70 grams per plant. Meet the Grower will
be back in a few weeks folks. Due to some scheduling conflicts I've not had a chance to get the most
recent interviews done..... But some good ones are coming I promise!!!! article
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